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Figure 16.4 Government formation in Belgium
Forming a government in European countries such as Belgium,
where no party possesses a majority in parliament, is a highly
structured and often lengthy process

BOX 16.5

Types of coalition government
Minimum (or
Contains the smallest number
minimal) winning of parties which, together, can
secure a parliamentary majority

Election held

Head of state appoints
informateur

On recommendation of
informateur, head of
state appoints formateur

Oversized (or
surplus majority)

Contains more parties than the
minimum winning coalition

Grand

Formed by the two leading
parties, usually one from the
left and the other from the
right, which together command
a substantial majority of seats

Connected

Only contains parties that are
located next to each other on
an ideological spectrum

Note: A coalition can be more than one type.

Formateur arranges
coalition

Formateur fails to
arrange coalition

Head of state formally
appoints new government

House of Representatives
approves new government

Government resigns

Source: Adapted from Deschouwer (2012).

cally, two to four) needed to make a viable government. Party interest favours minimum winning
coalitions (MWCs) because including additional
parties in a coalition which already possesses a
majority would simply dilute the number of posts
and policy influence available to each participant. As
Riker (1962, p. 47) succinctly wrote, when the

resource to be shared out is fixed, ‘participants create
coalitions just as large as they believe will ensure
winning and no larger’.
In addition, coalitions are usually based on parties
with adjacent positions on the ideological spectrum.
This test shapes which of many possible MWCs are
chosen. In some Scandinavian countries, for
example, coalitions usually draw exclusively on
parties from within either the left-wing bloc or the
right-wing bloc. Even in party systems lacking such
well-defined blocs, the preference is still for connected coalitions – formed, that is, from parties
adjacent to each other on an ideological and usually
left–right scale.
Note that some parties, such as contemporary
communist parties in Eastern Europe and extreme
right-wing parties in Western Europe, are regarded
as beyond the pale by the major players. These
pariah parties fall outside the established party
system and are effectively excluded from playing the
coalition game.
The tendency for neighbours to cooperate benefits
centre parties, which can jump either way. In
Germany, for instance, the small liberal Free
Democrat Party has participated in most coalitions,
sometimes with the left-wing Social Democrats and,

